








The major reason of loss is shrinking of margins due to lag of passing increasing prices of raw 
material, fuel prices, increased in finance cost and foreign exchange loss due to high volatility of Pak 
Rupee. 

Future Outlook 

New government is taking positive steps to cope up with microeconomic challenges. In order to 

control current account deficit measure like restriction on imports will trigger growth in local 

industries which ultimately beneficial for the country. The demand for local products will grow which 

ultimately raised the demand for the packaging products in upcoming quarters. However, increasing 

trend in fuel prices, policy rates and volatility in exchange rates will remain challenges for the 

economy. 

Management of your company is very optimistic about future of the packaging industry in Pakistan. 
Being fully aware of the situation management is focusing on deploying most feasible sales mix and 
taking all possible measures to increase sales by maximizing capacity utilization. Management is 
continually reviewing the business strategy to cope with the challenges and has been incessantly 
endeavouring not only to tap alternative inexpensive sources of raw material but also focusing on 
rationalization of other costs as well as passing its cost to customers. 

The future of packaging industry is very bright. Currently, the Company is aggressive in increasing 
its customer base and concentrating on facilitating its customers by trying to work on Just in Time 
delivery and focusing on targeted growth initiatives, innovations, brand building and cost saving 
programs. The Company is giving a lot of importance on value added products and trying to find a 
broader range of packaging solutions to the FMCGs. 

Acknowledgment: 

The management avails this opportunity to thank its valued customers for their ttust and confidence 
in the Company's products. Heartfelt gratitude is also extended to all other stockholders 
including suppliers, bankers, shareholders and employees for their whole-hearted support. 

I 'f 
Chief Executive Officer Chairman 
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The major reason of loss is shrinking of margins due to lag of passing increasing prices of raw 
material, fuel prices, increased in finance cost and foreign exchange loss due to high volatility of Pak 
Rupee. 

Roshan Sun Tao Papers Mills (Pvt.) Limited 

The management is fully committed to the project of the subsidiary and strongly believes that the 
paper mill project on completion will bring significant benefits to the company and its shareholders. 
The management is working on the project and right now in process of negotiation with suppliers and 
financial institution for financial close of the project according to revised capital mix. During the 
period under review no significant financial activity took place. 

Future Outlook 

New government is taking positive steps to cope up with microeconomic challenges. In order to 

control current account deficit measure like restriction on imports will trigger growth in local 

industries which ultimately beneficial for the country. The demand for local products will grow which 

ultimately raised the demand for the packaging products in upcoming quarters. However, increasing 

trend in fuel prices, policy rates and volatility in exchange rates will remain challenges for the 

economy. 

Management of your company is very optimistic about future of the packaging industry in Pakistan. 
Being fully aware of the situation management is focusing on deploying most feasible sales mix and 
taking all possible measures to increase sales by maximizing capacity utilization. Management is 
continually reviewing the business strategy to cope with the challenges and has been incessantly 
endeavouring not only to tap alternative inexpensive sources of raw material but also focusing on 
rationalization of other costs as well as passing its cost to customers. 

The future of packaging industry is very bright. Currently, the Company is aggressive in increasing 
its customer base and concentrating on facilitating its customers by trying to work on Just in Time 
delivery and focusing on targeted growth initiatives, innovations, brand building and cost saving 
programs. The Company is giving a lot of importance on value added products and trying to find a 
broader range of packaging solutions to the FMCGs. 

Acknowledgment: 

The management avails this opportunity to thank its valued customers for their trust and confidence 
in the Company's products. Heartfelt gratitude is also extended to all other stockholders 
including suppliers, bankers, shareholders and employees for their whole-hearted support. 

I 'f 
Chief Executive Officer Chairman 
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